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SOK chooses Cybercom as its cloud
partner
The frame agreement made by SOK and Cybercom in March 2018
continues the collaboration started last year. The frame agreement
covers managed services, expert services and project deliveries for
cloud services. The agreement is valid until further notice.
“Cybercom's strong expertise and quality of services have met our expectations from the very start of
the collaboration, and we're happy with the frame agreement we've just made. With the agreement,
we'll receive the expert services we need for e.g. AWS cloud platform maintenance and development,
development of new cloud-native apps, and cloud transition projects of current apps. Cloud services
offer diverse possibilities for business development,” says Raimo Mäenpää, CIO at SOK.
S Group is a Finnish network of companies operating in the retail and service sectors, and it is
comprised of cooperatives and SOK Corporation (Suomen Osuuskauppojen Keskuskunta) along with
its subsidiaries. S Group offers services in the supermarket, department store and speciality store
trade, service station store and fuel sales, the travel industry and hospitality business, and the
hardware trade. In addition, some regional cooperatives have automotive and agricultural outlets, and
S-Bank provides all co-op members with comprehensive banking services.
“We're very happy with the frame agreement and collaboration with SOK. I'm happy to say that SOK
trusts our expertise and experience in software development and cloud services and the related
support services. Cybercom has over 1,200 experts who will help the customer build and develop their
digital services. We look forward to what's to come and support SOK in the development of their
business with complete confidence,” says Veli-Matti Nurminen, Managing Director, Cybercom Finland.
Cybercom is an IT service company and turnkey supplier that helps companies and organisations
benefit from the opportunities of digitalisation. As a leading cloud services expert and maintenance
provider, we have helped several of our customers build and implement successful cloud solutions.
Our partners include Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft Azure.
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About Cybercom
Cybercom is an innovative IT consulting firm that enables leading companies and organisations to capture the opportunities of
digitalisation. We provide innovative, secure and sustainable solutions in IT and communications technology by combining
technical edge and strong business insight. This applies whether the issue is transforming products into services, developing
new business models or helping the public sector get closer to citizens. We are found where technology and business
development meet. We think big. We test, we learn and we adapt. And the distance from planning to action is short. The single
objective is for our clients to succeed in the connected world. This is how we are making tomorrow, today. We are a richly
diverse company with a large range of ages, 44 nationalities and assignments in 21 countries. We are creating the world of
tomorrow in unison, we are creative, fearless and inquisitive – always ready to challenge the status quo. We turn our words into
action and empower change. We are the #Makers of tomorrow. Cybercom has been a privately owned company since 2015. Its
main shareholders are JCE Group AB and Tequity AB. Cybercom’s domestic markets are the Nordic region and Poland, and in
addition the company offers global delivery capacity for local and international business. www.cybercom.com
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